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ABSTRACT
The progress report covers the work performed for the contract entitled "Analytical
and Experimental Determination of Localized Structure to be Used in Laboratory Vibration
Testing of Shell Structure-Mounted Components, SATURN V. " The work was carried out
during the period of May 1966 to November 1966 inclusive. In the report, the detailed pro-
cedure in designing a localized shell is described. Also presented is a computer program
using the finite difference method which serves to guide the engineers in designing and pre-
dicting the vibration responses of the localized shell.
FOREWORD
The progress report was prepared by Northrop Corporation, Norair Division, Hawthorne,
California, under contract no. NAS8-20025, "Analytical and Experimental Determination of
Localized Structure to be Used in Laboratory Vibration Testing of Shell Structure-Mounted
Components, SATURN V. "
The subject contract is administered under the direction of the Structures Branch, Pro-
pulsion and Vehicle Engineering Laboratory, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration by Mr. J.H. Farrow and Mr. R. Jewell, prin-
cipal and alternate technical representatives, respectively. Mr. L.D. Saint is the program
monitor.
The program manager at Northrop Norair is Dr. Chintsun Hwang, M.T.M., Structures
and Dynamics Research Branch. Dr's. W.S. Pi, N.M. Bhatia and Mr. J.R. Yamane partic-
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During the first year of the contract on localized shell structure to be used in laboratory
vibration testing, analytical techniques were used to guide the actual shell design which has
been progressing on a trial basis. In the process, it was realized that once a technique has
been established, a documented procedure is needed for the test engineers to design and test
the localized structures. The present report serves as the document to guide the users in
carrying out the design in a rational manner.
The report presents the analytical and experimental techniques in a mixed fashion.
They are described in a logical sequence corresponding to the design process. The users are
assumed to have available the first year progress report of the same contract which is dated
May 1966.
The major supporting computer program for the design procedure is the finite difference
program. The basic theory, program mechanization, the program listing and the input-output
format are included in the report.
SECTION II









In order to design a localized shell structure for laboratory vibration testing purposes,
preliminary tests are conducted using the complete shell structure such as the Instrument
Unit with proper supporting conditions. Applying a frequency sweep technique, the shell re-
sponses and the point impedance function are plotted. Typical response data for a scale model
is plotted in Figure 1. Typical impedance data are shown in Figure 2. Similar plots may be
obtained for a full scale structure. Note that, in general, each peak response of Figure 1
corresponds approximately to a minimum impedance point of Figure 2. The above response
and impedance plots are for a specific driving point. In the present case, the driving point is
at the center of the localized shell panel. Considering the nodal line distribution, as well as
the possibility of certain non-symmetrical patterns of the natural modes, it is advisable to
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I. MICROPHONE RESPONSE VS FREQUENCY FOR POINT AT CENTER
OF INSTRUMENT UNIT 5 ° FROM ELECTROMAGNETIC DRIVER
The circumferential harmonic number is obtained by a microphone type pickup travers-
ing along the circumference of the shell structure. For convenience in correlating the test
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FIGURE 2. TYPICAL DRIVING POINT IMPEDANCES FOR THE
I.U. SCALE MODEL
The purpose of the procedure is to design a segmented shell with equivalent dynamic charac-
teristics as the complete shell. Experience has shown that if the segmentation procedure
generates a configuration with satisfactory dynamic characteristics for the unloaded shell,
then the dynamic response of the same segmented shell with component attachment will be
satisfactory. In other words, the segmented shell will simulate the complete shell structure
when the components are attached.
Referring to Figure 1, the prominent responses of the complete shell correspond to its
natural frequency modes. In order to design a dynamically similar shell segment, the crite-
rion is to retain as many natural frequency modes as possible in the segmented shell. For
this purpose, it is necessary to investigate the detailed deformation pattern, the internal
stresses, etc. of each major mode. The detailed shell response information collected in this
manner is used for segmentation design. In general, the lower the natural frequency, the
longer is the characteristic wave length of the deformation. As a result, the corresponding
mode response of a specific localized panel is more dependent on the remaining portion of the
shell structure. For high frequency modes, the deformation wave lengths are relatively short.
The local response of a panel is not overly influenced by the remaining structure. As a
result, in designing a localized structure, it takes less elaboration to retain the high frequency
modes as compared to the low frequency modes. It is thus advisable to pay more emphasis
in retaining the lower frequency modes. For a shell structure of the size of the Instrument
Unit, the natural frequency modes under 100 cps are considered most significant and justify
special attention.
SECTION III
GENERAL STIFFENED SHELL PROGRAM
In order to investigate the shell detailed deformation pattern and the internal stresses,
the general stiffened shell computer program may be used. The program can handle an
arbitrarily shaped shell of revolution with a number of ring stiffeners. The modal data cor-
responding to a circumferential harmonic number is printed out in a table together with the
natural frequency. The detailed procedure of using the computer program is given in the
contract yearly progress report, NOR 66-201, Vo. II, dated May 1966. The discussion here
is limited to the application of the computer program for localized shell design purposes.
The computer output consists essentially of a table of eight variables along the meridian
of the ring-stiffener shell. The eight variables are:
Wn, u n, Vn, fin, Qn, Nn, Nn, _n
Among the eight variables, u, v, w are the displacement components, fl is the angle of rota-
tion of the tangent to the meridian in a meridian plane. The subscript n indicates the cir-
cumferential harmonic number, or the number of full wave patterns along the circumference
of the shell. The four remaining variables Q, N, N, M eare the stress variables. The
details of the stress variables will be explained later in the section.
Table 1 is an example of the printout data from the general stiffened shell computer
program. The data is for the complete Instrument Unit scale model including the supporting
shell structures. It represents the first mode corresponding to circumferential harmonic
number n = 4. The natural frequency is 87. 245 cps. The tabulated data is set in eight col-
umns representing the eight variables listed above. Each row of the tabulated data refers to
a section of the shell structure from one end to the other as defined by the input data. In
Table 1, the data referring to the Instrument Unit proper is listed in rows 11-14. The data
is in non-dimensional form. The dimensional values used to normalize the variables are
listed directly above the table. The data Wma x in inches has been used to normalize the first
through third columns w, u, v. The data flmax in radian has been used to normalize _ data in
the fourth column. The NQmax data in (lb./in.) has been used to normalize Q, Ne, N data in
the fifth through seventh columns. The M max data in (lb. in./in. ) has been used to normalize
the M e data in the eighth column. To obtain a dimensional value of the modal data, the non-




























































Among the eight variables, w n, u n, fin' Qn' N_n' %n are in phase to each other, while
v and N are out of phase. For instance, corresponding to a given meridian location of the
n n
shell, the circumferential position with the largest w n also has largest Un, fin' Qn' Nn'
n" The displacement component v n and the stress component N n vanish at the same posi-
tion. Moving one quarter wave length along the circumference of the shell, which corres-
to an angle of k_n/_--_radian, w n, u n, fin' etc vanish, while Vn, N are at their maximumponds n
amplitudes. From the normal displacement point of view, the latter circumferential position
is the position where a meridian nodal line passes. Altogether, there are (2n) nodal lines
evenly spaced along the circumference of the shell. The nodal line distribution described
above has been confirmed in tests with some exceptions. In the exceptional cases, the modal
shapes are influenced due to deviation in symmetry of the shell structures or other related
reasons. The exceptions include skewed nodal lines or a change of harmonic number from
one shell segment to the next where a ring stiffener acts as the barrier.
The four shell stress components Qn' Nn' Nn' %n deserve further explanation. Qn
is the amplitude of the modified transverse shear along a meridian. Ignoring the periodic
time function cos wt, the transverse shear may be expressed below:
1 _Mo_p
Q=Q_+ r _ -Qnc°Sn_
where Qq)is the transverse shear force, the term _ / represents the additional trans-
verse shear force needed at an open edge to compensate for the variation of the twisting mo-
ment Moq ). In general, when a shell is cut by a plane normal to its axis of revolution, the
modified transverse shear force Qn cos nO is to be supplied by the supporting system in order
to retain the response pattern for the segmented shell. In practice, it is not possible to
design a supporting system satisfying all the edge conditions. Tests and analyses have shown
that in a localized shell with substantial weight attachment along the edges, the mode shapes
and natural frequencies of the original shell may be retained. Corresponding to the retained
mode shapes, certain internal stresses may vary substantially from the stresses in the orig-
inai shell. The reason for the deviation is partially due to the variation in boundary conditions
such as the transverse shear Qn described above. On the other hand, the added weights,
which are used to retain the modal patterns of the original shell, have substantial inertia
during vibration. The inertia forces have a decisive effect on the internal stresses of the
localized shell. The inertia effect of the attached weights may be observed from the modal
data obtained by the finite difference program described later in the report.
The sixth column of the tabulation gives the in-plane force along the meridian direction:
N = N cos n0
Cn
Theseventhcolumnof thetabulationgives the modifiedin-plane shear force alonga section
normal to the meridian
N= N sin nO
n
= (No,on + sine M O_on] sin nO
where the term including M0(pn represents the additional edge shear force needed to form a
couple to balance the twisting moment component due to the shell curvature. The eighth
column of the tabulation gives the bending moment in the meridian plane
M = M cos nO
_p q_n
The remaining stresses in the shell may be computed using the following formulas:
oN = vN + E--h-h(w sin_+u cos¢+nv n).
n Cn r n n
Eh3 (-r/2 w + Bn cos¢ + n sin_M0n = U%n + -1_ n r Vn)
_ D(1-v)I- Wn+ nJu +H cosq_v -2nflnl+ sinq_5_n 2-r 2n cos¢-_- n n _ DNn
2 h 3







P is the material density, _o is the natural frequency in radian/sec. D is the sheli section




In designing a localized shell, it may be convenient to start with a major modal pattern
of the complete shell structure. Along the circumferential direction, cut a section somewhat
less than two half-wave lengths of the major mode. (Each half-wave encompasses an angle
of rr/n radian.) In case there are more than one major mode under consideration, then if
physically possible, select the one with the longer wave length. In this manner, the mode(s)
with the shorter wave length(s) may be retained through proper design of the localized shell
and its supporting system. Along the meridian direction, the localized shell may be cut along
some convenient locations. For a thin shell of the cylindrical shape, it has been found that
the interaction of the shell stresses along the meridian and the circumferential directions is
weak. As long as the two major dimensions of the localized shell assume a reasonable
proportion, the meridian length of the localized shell is flexible. For a conical shell section,
the situation is somewhat different. In either case, it is best to design a localized shell
with ring stiffeners along the two circumferential edges.
The localized shell is supported by a number of cantilever beam type springs. A
typical design for a scale model is shown in Figure 3. The spring has a free hinge connection





lb./in, for a beam with a uniform section
E
K: l (l_ x) 2
f T
0
lb./in, for a beam with a variable section
In either case, the length of the cantilever beam is _. x is measured from ttle built-in end.
The integration for the variable section beam may be carried out using the area-moment
method as shown in the numerical example of Section VI. In designing the spring support,
it is advisable to leave the beam length l somewhat flexible subject to final adjustment. The
number of spring supports used at each edge of the localized shell is arbitrary. At or near
the spring supports, it is necessary to attach a number of weights in order to bring the
natural frequency of the localized shell down to the level of the original shell. An approxi-




























where K is the linear spring constant computed previously, the g is the gravitational constant,
f(cps) is the natural frequency of the major mode of the original shell structure. The above
formula is used as a general guide. The actual frequency of the localized shell will be
influenced by the shell structure which will be determined by the finite difference computer
program described later in the procedure. The weights are usually attached to the edge of
the shell near the spring supports. In attaching the weights, consideration should be given
to the dynamic stress concentration which may cause damage to the shell structure. For a
honeycomb sandwich shell, filler material should be used to replace the honeycomb material
along the edge.
The shape of the attached weight is determined essentially through its moment of
inertia I O about an axis coinciding with the edge of the shell. Again, no precise formula is
available. The following formula may be used to determine the approximate sectional dimen-
sions of the attached weight:
MonL _Ion _On ¢_2
where M0n is determined by the equation given in Section III based on the general stiffened
shell data. fl0n is the amplitude of the angle of rotation of the shell which may be computed
by the following formula
nw
_ n + sin q_ v
BOn r r n
L is the length of the edge influenced by the attached weight, w is the natural frequency in
rad./sec. For instance, using the data of row 14 of Table 1 and the formula for M 0 in
Section III, the following numerical values are computed: n
M0n= 1.818x0.1136x 10 -3 =0.206x 10 -3 lb. in./in.
fl0n = 2.70 10 -6 rad.x
L= 2.7 in.
w = 2rr(87.2) = 548 rad./sec.
which yield an approximate value of the moment of inertia of each attached weight:
I0n =6.85x10 -4 lb. in. sec.2I s
Because of fabrication considerations etc., the actual value of I in the test setup is
2 s
5.85 x 10 -4 lb. in. sec . Along the circumferential edges, additional weights are attached.
These weights serve to pull down the natural frequencies of the localized shell as well as to
force a nodal line along the meridan direction for certain low frequency modes. Again, the
manner in which the mass and the location of the attachment influence the over all modal
pattern is obtained through the finite difference computer program.
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SECTION V
FINITE DIFFERENCE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The finite difference approach, based on the coupled shell equations of Vlasov is
developed for a curved panel cross-stiffened by two sets of orthogonal stiffeners. The panel
considered may have a number of rigid or spring supports at arbitrary points along the edges
of the panel.
Any number of concentrated weights may be attached to the edges or the internal points
of the shell structure. For a component connected to the shell through a number of attach-
ment points, the moment of inertia of the component is considered.
The computer program uses a grid pattern prescribed on the localized shell. The
distance between two neighboring grid lines is a constant in each direction. The shell
structure data, the spring support data and the attached weight data serve as input to the com-
puter program. The program also interprets the local boundary conditions which are con-
verted into finite difference equations.
All the shell equations are reduced by the program into a matrix form. After a num-
ber of internal operations which reduces the size of the eigen-matrix, the natural frequencies
and the corresponding modal shapes of the localized shell are obtained using a standard
eigenvalue eigen-matrix routine. The program produces the first five (5) natural modes.
More modes may be generated as needed. The details of the program and its usage are
described in the Appendix.
The modal data generated by the computer program are the basis of the localized shell
design. For a given localized shell configuration, the computed data are compared with the
test and analytical data of the complete shell structure. If the major modal patterns of the
localized shell duplicate those of the complete shell, then the design may be considered
satisfactory. Otherwise, the localized shell configuration including the spring supports and
the weight attachments may be adjusted in order to reach a better correspondence in the
modal patterns. The process may be continued until a satisfactory localized shell design is
reached. Typical modal data obtained by this program and the corresponding test data are
shown in Figure 4. Experimental results for both mode shape and frequency compared well
with the predicted analytical values. Additional deformation data are given in Appendix I.
11
(b) ftest = 214 cps 
FIGURE 4. TYPICAL (a) ANALYTICAL AND (b) TEST MODAL PATTERN 
O F  THE LOCALIZED SHELL STRUCTURE 
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SECTION VI
USE OF THE SCALE MODEL
The full scale shell structure of SATURN V system is large in size and is expensive.
In order to ensure a satisfactory testing technique using localized shell structure, the analyt-
ical techniques are developed which are described in the previous sections. Experience
indicates that no matter how extensive are the analytical techniques, there will always be
some deviation between the predicted analytical data and the test data. Thus, iftime and
expenses are allowable, itis advisable to use a simple scale model to investigate the dynamic
responses of the proposed localized shell design. The work in Northrop has shown that with
proper design, the scale model and the corresponding full scale data are quite comparable
when proper scale factors are used to interpret the data. The basic technique for a scale
model design is given in p. 91, vol. I of Northrop Norair Yearly Progress Report NAS 8-20025.
Essentially, the technique is based on the dynamic shell equations which resolve certain
important design factors to establish the ratio of the natural frequencies of the scale model
and the full scale structure. The same technique is used to correlate the impedance data.
For the design of the shell proper, the following equation is used:
_S S S S
f f f
In the above equation, a_ is the frequency in rad./sec. Subscripts s, f indicate the scale model
D .
and the full scale structure respectively. On the righthand side of the equation, T is a
measure of the bending stiffness of the shell. For the Instrument Unit, the scale model is
made of a solid sheet, while the actual structure is a honeycomb sandwich. In this case,
E
different formulas are used to compute the shell stiffness D. The factor -- has a
Ph
dimension of acceleration. It is a measure of the relative significance of the shell internal
forces and the inertia effect of the shell element. For the sandwich shell, the value h is
replaced by H which is the compact thickness of the shell. In other words, H is the thickness
1
of the sandwich shell if it is crushed into a solid sheet. The value _- is the contribution
due to the overall scaling factor, L being a typical overall dimension. As explained in the
Yearly Progress Report, the equation applied to the Instrument Unit scale model yields a





The abovefrequencyratio is basedonanoverall scalingfactor of 6.67. Nowthat thefre-
quencyratio hasbeendetermined, the other designparametersare to be adjustedto reach
a consistentdesign. For instance, the concentratedmassM is scaledaccordingto thefol-
lowing relation:
w 2 Df 1f -
f f








where F is the amplitude of the concentrated force with circular frequency w. The scale
model of the segmented Instrument Unit is shown in Figure 3. Based on the above scaling
relations, the design of the corresponding full-scale localized shell is shown in Figure 5.
In the following, the determination of the attached weights and the spring supports for the
full scale structure are explained.
The attached weights to the scale model Instrument Unit segment weigh 1/2 lb. each
(see Fig. 3). The width of the weights is 1 in. Based on the actual dimensions of the weights,
the polar moment of inertia I s of each block along an axis parallel to the edge of attachment
is:
I = 5.85 x10 -4 lb. in. sec. 2
S
so that
gI s = 0. 2258 lb. -in.
Scale relation for the mass moment inertia may be based on the following:
If (ML 2)f
Is (ML2)s
Alternatively, the scale relation may be determined based on edge moment:
I
Edge moment = T _w2
I2w w
--ocD--

























I (ML2)ss f s
For the full scale piece, the attachmentweighs35.25lb. each. Therequired ratio between
the massmomentsof inertia is:
If
Is
- 70.5 x6.672 = 3130
With no consideration to stress concentration, position of edge stiffener, and convenience
in fabrication, the dimensions in Figure 6 are first suggested for the full scale piece attach-
merits using steel blocks. Based on the dimensions shown, the moment of inertia is computed:









FIGURE 6. SUGGESTED DIMENSIONS FOR ATTACHED WEIGHTS
As may be observed from Figure 5, the actual dimensions of the attached weights have been
modified from the suggested configuration for the four longitudinal edge pieces. The mod-
ification was due to design and fabrication considerations.
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The scalingformula for the spring supportsof the localized shell is'
Ks (JM)s (D/L2)s 1
Kf (2M) f (D/L2)f 6.67
The spring constantsKs for the I.U. modelare obtainedin the following mannerfor a soft
spring anda stiff spring.






CASE II STIFF SPRING, (Ws/2n) >250 CPS
b = 0.375"
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K = 2440 LI_/IN.
S
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Basedon the scalingformula givenpreviously, two spring supportsfor tile full-scale





CASE II, HIGH FREQUENCY REGION. (wf/2rr)>77 CPS
1.143"
t I I I
Kf : 1625o I,B./IN. (3.(;7 K;
The driving point impedance plot of the full scale shell with component attachments
is shown in Figure 7. Also plotted is the corresponding impedance data for the scale model
test specimen with proper adjustment in the scales used. From the figure, it may be seen
that the general impedance pattern is preserved to an agreeable degree through the dynamic
scaling technique. In the high frequency region, the deviation is believed due to the high
structural damping of the intricately fabricated full scale shell structure as compared to the
simple scale model.
The arrowheads shown in Figure 7 indicate the computed eigenfrequencies of the full
scale I.U. segment. The frequencies are computed for mode shapes symmetrical with re-
spect to both center lines of the segment using the finite difference program. Among the
computed eigenfrequencies, none corresponds to the test frequency for the first low
impedance point. Possible reasons of the omission of the frequency may be due to the non-
symmetry of the mode shape, the local vibration coupled to the mechanical excitation device,
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THE FINITE DIFFERENCE COMPUTER PROGRAM USED
IN LOCALIZED SHELL VIBRATION TESTS
The finite difference approach is developed for a curved panel cross-stiffened by two
sets of equidistant stiffeners. The reinforcement, which is assumed to be symmetrical
about an axis normal to the middle surface of the shell, is attached to the skin of the cylindri-
cal panel in either circumferential or axial direction. The panel to be considered may have a
number of rigid or spring supports at discrete points along the edge of the panel.
A. BASIC EQUATIONS
1. Strain-Displacement Relations
The extensional strain-displacement relations for the middle surface of a cylindrical




x(ov )E<o = _-- _+w (2)
1 Ou ov
+ (3)
_'xW - a 0 ¢P 0 x
u, v, w = displacement components in the axial, circumferential and radial directions.
x = distance along axial direction
O = cylindrical angle (radian)




FIGURE 8. ELEMENT OF A CYLINDRICAL SHELL
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For a cylindrical panel, experience has shown that the effect of the v-displacement on the
With this simplification, the following expressions are
2
0 w
kx = 2 (4)
ox
bending moments is negligible.
obtained:
2
1 0 w (5')k_o- 2 2
a 0_o
2
k _ 1 0 w (6')
xco a OXO(P
2. Stress-Strain Relations
For a cylindrical panel cross-stiffened by two sets of equidistant stiffeners, it is
assumed that the reinforcement is symmetrical about an axis normal to the middle surface of
the panel. Using the above assumption, the following approximate stress-strain relations
(Ref. 1) may be established:
EA
_ sx Eh ve(p) (7)Nx aa_0 ex + 2 (_x +
1-y
EA
s_ e_° + Eh (8)
N_ = Zlx 1 - u2 (_¢ + v Ex)
Nx ¢ = N_)x = Ghrx(p (9)
f 2 E f 2Mx - a_¢Ekx Zx dA + 1 - v 2 (kx + v k#o) Zx dz (10)
A panel
sx
Eke r E r 2





M =- M _ Eh3 k (12)
x_ cox 12(1 +v) x_
Ref. 1 S. Timoshenko, S. Woinowsky-Krieger,"Theory of Plates and Shells," pp. 364-370.
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where
Asx, As_= cross sectional area of stiffener*
Isx , Isq _ = moment of inertia of stiffener about its own centroid axis*
Zx, z_0 = distance measured from the neutral axis of shell-stiffener combination (see
Figure 9)
I I 11 
-- I:]
-zi 
FIGURE 9. CROSS-SECTIONAL VIEW OF A SHELL-STIFFENER
COMBINATION
h = thickness of a solid panel or the total facing thickness of a honeycomb
sandwich panel
E = Young's modulus
v = Poisson's ratio










K q_= K + Ax
Eh 3
for solid panel
12(1 - v 2)
D = (13)
Eh(h + 2c) 2 for honeycomb sandwich panel
16(1 - v2)
2
D' = D +Kz
X CX
2
D_ = D +KZcq _
= , + E [I + A (Zsx -z )2]Dx Dx a A_o sx sx cx
E [I +A - z ]Dq_ = Dq_' + Zi x s_o sq_(Zsq_ c_0)2
*Note: For a stiffener which is placed along one boundary of the panel, double the values of






= distances from c. g. 's of the stiffeners to the middle surface of the panel
= distances between the centroids of the stiffeners to neutral axis of shell-
stiffener combination (see Figure 9).
= core thickness of a honeycomb sandwich panel
Using the newly defined rigidity expressions, the stress=strain relations may be re=
written as :
= e + v K E_p (7')Nx Kx x
N_ = K_pE_p + v K e (8')
x
N = N - (I -v) K7 (9')
x_p _x 2 x_
= + vD' kcp (10')Mx Dx kx x
M_p : D pkcp + pD_k x (11')
Mx_ = -%x = -D(1 - _ ) kx¢ p (12')
Figure 10 shows the notation for coordinates, displacements, force and moment components
for a cylindrical shell element.
Qx N
x
Q+ _/_ -- - - - x_-I- - -_- _/I"1¢p,v N
S/, , I
x,u M+xl// / ,, I///




FIGURE 10. TYPICAL SHELL ELEMENT SHOWING THE SIGN CONVENTION
OF COORDINATES, DISPLACEMENTS .AND INTERNAL STRESSES
3. Equilibrium Equation





02Mx 02Mx_ ° 2_ 1 No + q+ + - __
aoxo,_o aoxo¢.o a2O,92 a
= 0 (14)
where q is the external load density applied on the shell element in the radial direction. By
substituting equation (10')-(12') into (14), the following expression is reached:
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4 4 4
Dx ow 1 Ow D¢21 ow 1
0x4 + 2H a-_- 0x20_2 + a4 vc94 + --a Nc_. = q (14')
where 2H = p (D x + D'q_) + 2D (1 -v)
4. Stress Function and Compatibility Condition
A stress function @ is introduced in this analysis in order to reduce the number of
unknowns from three (u, v, and w) to two (w and ¢). The membrane forces Nx, N_ and
N can be expressed in terms of the stress function @:
x_
2
S - 0 @ (16)
x a2o_2
02@




x 4o _ox a0x0_
In order to use the stress function approach, an equation of compatibility is needed to define
@. This is accomplished by combining equations (1)-(3) to obtain the following relation:
o2e_ + 1 02ex 1 O27x_ 1 o2w
2 2 a 0x0_ a _2ox a 0q_2
= 0 (19)
Using equations (7')- (9') and (16)-(18), the strain components _x' _q_ and yx_omay be
expressed as :
1 Kx _x2 v K --
e¢ = - - v2K2KxK_o. a20¢ 2
02¢ _ _
Ex KxKo - v2K2
2 02@






Substituting equations (20)-(22) into equation (19) yields the compatibility condition:
K2 K 04 @ KxK¢- v2K2 2o4@ KxK¢; - v 2 04@ 0 w 0
-- + Q a4-_fl_fl+ 2 -Kx ox 4 + (i v)K a2 0x20#o2 a ox
(23)
The equilibrium equation (14') can be rewritten in the form of
4 4 4
ow 1 o w 1 0w 1 02@
D x 0x 4 + 2H 2 _ + D_ 4 -_--4o_ a 2 = q
a ox o_o a ox
(24)
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Equations(23)and(24)are the two governingdifferential equationsmechanizedin the com-
puter program usingthe finite differenceapproach. It canbeshownthat for the special case
of a cylindrical shell withoutanystiffener, the aboveequationsare identical to the coupled
shell equationsof Vlasov appliedto the cylindrical panel. TheVlasov's equationsare:









5. Boundary Conditions for a Panel with Spring Supports
The cylindrical panel under consideration has spring supports at discrete points along
the edges of the panel. These springs are assumed to be restrained against deflection but
not restrained against rotation. Lateral deflection at spring supporting point may be either
restricted or free. The boundary conditions to be considered are:
Along the edge x = constant,
M = 0 (25)
x
1 _ Mxq_ Kx
Vx =Qx- a _-_ - ± a-_--(¢ w (26)
N = 0 or u = 0
x
1
= Nxq_+ -- M =0Sx a x(p
(27 a, b)
(28)
Along the edge (p = constant,
M(p : 0 (29)
0M (px K(p
= ± w (30)
V(p = Q(p + ox zix
N(p = 0 or v = 0 (31a, b)
N = 0 (32)
Cx
At the corner point, x = constant, (p = constant,
2Mx( p = .KlW (33)
where V x, V(p are the effective transverse shear forces, S x is the effective in-plane shear
and E 1 are the spring constants for the point supports whose unit is (force/force, Kx,
length). The spring constants equal to zero at a point where the edge is free.
25
Theproblemat handis to determinethe natural frequenciesandthecorresponding
modeshapesof the panel. Thus, the loadingonthe panelis the inertial force:
2q = _hw w (34)
where /n is the mass per unit area of the panel and w is the natural circular frequency of the
panel. For an interior point where a weight W is attached, then the additional loading due to
this weight is:
qa- ga_xae w (35)
Similarly, for a boundary point where there is an attached weight Wx, W_0 or Wl, equations
(26), (30), and (33) are as shown below:
x = constant,
Wx2) wVx x g aA¢ (26')
cp = constant,
wV_ = ± _ g A x (30')
x = constant, (p = constant,
= w (33')
2Mx(p _ I g
The signs used in equations (26'), (30'), and (33')depend on the relative positions between
the boundary lines and the directions of the coordinates. Figure II shows the sign con-


















quarter of this panel is considered for the finite difference solution.
shown in shade in Figure 12.
FINITE DIFFERENCE EXPRESSIONS
Grid Setup and Basic Finite Difference Operators
The geometry of the scaled-down Instrument Unit panel under test is shown in Figure
b _o
Since the panel is symmetrical with respect to both the x = _ and ¢p = --_ axes, one-




FIGURE 12. GEOMETRY OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL
Figure 13 shows the grid pattern with a station numbering system appropriate for finding
b _o
the modes which are symmetrical about both the x = _ and _P - 2 axes. It should be
emphasized that the grid pattern used is not a unique and fixed pattern. Different patterns
may be used for various specimens, boundary conditions, etc. The computer program is
designed with such a flexibility in mind.
Using the grid pattern of Figure 13, it may be visualized that the deformation function
w and the auxiliary function _ may be plotted over the grid as two surfaces. The finite dif-
ference computer program translates the coupled equations (23) and (24) into linear equations
of w and _ at various grid points. In order to facilitate the translation, the conversion of the
partial derivatives into finite difference relations is first explained.
Using a grid with a grid pitch z_x in the x direction and a zl_o in the ¢ direction, the
coefficients of the basic finite difference expressions for the partial derivatives of a function
at a point i are as follows:
27
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2. Equilibrium and Compatibility Equations.














--_+ 2 2 +@x 0x 0W d_4
_'2a(A_°)2 (Zix)2 2_ -Q( 1+ w )D _x 2 _g_-xazi_
w (36')
Applying the finite difference operators to replace the partial derivatives, the coefficients for
various points on the w-grid and _-grid are determined in the following manner. Referring
to Equation (36'), the partial derivatives are translated into finite differences on the w-grid
and the _-grid corresponding to a grid point marked by (w i) or (¢i). In the formulation, the
inertia term in the equation is omitted for the time being.
De
D
2H )2 -4 )2 + D- D--D
Ox4 (:x o (Ox2+o-- + 8_ + 6_--- b---^D
(wi)




k2(aa_)2 2 _2(a__)2 k2(a_c°)2
aD aD aD
The above finite difference operators are applied to all stations on one-quarter of the panel
including boundary points (Sta. 1-24). In laying out the coefficients of the finite difference
equations in a systematic manner, visualize a square matrix of size (rxr), where r is the
number of the total unknown w and @ values for all the grid points. The columns of the matrix
correspond to the coefficients of Wl, w 2 .... @1' @2 .... arranged in that order. For Equation
(36') applied to a grid station, a row of matrix is established listing all the coefficients of the
finite difference equation as described above. Other rows are added to fill up the (rxr) matrix
representing the equilibrium equation, the compatibility equation and the boundary conditions.
The detail of the matrix organization will be further explained later in the section.
The finite difference operators for compatibility equation (23) are illustrated below:
K_o
K





R(aA_)2A 2 -2R(aA_)2k 2 R(aA¢)2A 2
(wi)
(i - v )K 2





Experience shows that it is sufficient to apply Equation (23) only to the interior points (sta.
8-12, 14-18, 20-24) in order to fill the final coefficient matrix described above.
3. Boundary Conditions.
Equations (25) - (33) are rewritten in terms of w and ¢ for this particular panel as shown
below:
2 , 2 ]Dx 0 w +vD 0 w =0 (37)





x = Wx w 2
+ -2 _ --2 + _ gaa_ w (38)
a 0x_ x=0 x=0
I 0 oruL0 39a 
_ x=0 x=0
[ _2_ + D(1- _) _2w ] =0 (40)
_x_ a _x_ x=0
2[Dq_ 0 x 0 w = 0 (41)2 2 +vD¢' 2
a 0_ _x ¢p=0
ow 1 ow
D_ a3o_ 3 + - B 2 + - w (42)a ox o_o Bx q)= 0 t gAx, _o=0




2D(1 - _) _ w (45)
a0x_ + KlW x=0 = g x=0
_=0 _=0
where a = vD '+ 2(1- v)D
x
fl = vD_'+ 2(1 -P)D
b _o
Since only the mode shapes which are symmetric with respect to both x = _ and <_ = _- axes





O@ I =0Ox x b
2
c° 0
Equation (2) is substituted into (20) which is then integrated from _ = 0 to (P= _-.
sulting condition for v = 0 at (P= 0 is:




foJ2[ ]1 Kx o2_
= R K °x 2 + w x=x*
O
d_o+ y--_-- (°-_-_7)x=x ,






f [ la2R KK(P a2O] dx+ v (),) :0 (47)u Ix=0 = 2 -R o-x
¢=_* o acP _o=co* x:0
=(_o*
The finite difference operators corresponding to equations (37) - (47) and the stations on which
each operator will be applied are given below. The inertia terms are excluded.





D x k 2
D'
x 1









2(zlx)3 ! 2(zix) 3 KxD Vx - D aZl_ w. Apply to points along the edge x = 0 (Sta. 1-6).
X X=0 X


















2K(aa _)_,R IKq_ u x=0
= 0. Apply to points along the edge x = 0 with spring supports. This con-
dition is not used for the panel under consideration because no spring support exists along the









2 ... 2 2 1
-4 -4 (-4+ v),2 K-----) - 2 -v)_ 2K
"'" g(p (@i)
2 ... 2 2 1
(47')
= 0. Apply to all points along the edge x --- 0 except the corner point. For










D(1- v) 0 D(1- v)
a a
(40'a)




D(1- v) 0 D(1-v)
a a
D(1- v) 0 D(1- v)
a (#i) a
(40'b)
= 0. Apply to points along the edge _ = 0 (Sta. 1, 7, 13, 19).
1




2 (aa_)3 (azl _)3 _ _
D_ V_[_= 0 = 2 D_ fix
w: Apply to points along the edge _ = 0 (Sta. 1, 7, 13, 19).

















 Wxx I =o
Apply to points along the edge 9) = 0 without a spring support.
1 -2 1
(@i)




















2 -4 , 2
-I_ 2 ..... l-
k (axis of symmetry)
(46')
(4ZixaA(z) N(px[9)=0 = 0. Apply to points along the edge (p = 0 except the corner point (1). For





















Furthermore, @ is an auxiliary stress function whose second derivatives give corresponding
stress values. The value of @ may be arbitrarily assigned at a certain station without in-
fluencing the stress distribution. The condition is represented as:
¢c = 0 (48)
1
(_i)
The above condition is applied to station (24).
(48')
4. Finite Difference Expressions in Matrix Form.
Assembling of all of the equations described previously yields a set of homogeneous












where = the coefficient matrix.
= the normal deflection matrix for the stations on the quarter panel.
38
{wbJ= the normal deflection matrix for the exterior stations.
= the interior mass matrix representing the mass of the shell proper.
= the boundary mass matrix representing masses attached at the edges of the
panel.
Consider a quarter panel covered by m equidistant grid points along the x-direction and
n equidistant grid points along the _0-direction. A total of (mxn) grid points are located on
the panel. A stiffener with sectional area Asx may be located along any grid line parallel to
the x-axis. A stiffener with sectional area A may be located along the circular grid line
s¢
parallel to the _-direction. The number of stiffeners are not limited. Using the above
structural panel, and referring to Equation (49), it may be shown that there are (mn) elements
{ al  .ere  )e*emon s corres on ,n *oex er*orsta.ons
extending two grid pitches from the panel edges (Figure 13). The auxiliary function ¢ is
accounted for extending one grid pitch from the edges. In this manner, [(m + 1) (n + 1)- 11
elements are established for JOl" Adding the numbers of the elements listed above, a total
of [2mn+ 3(m+ n)+ z] is counted, which is the order of the square coefficient matrix[A].
I !
The details of organizing the [A] matrix is illustrated in the diagram shown on the next page.
In the matrix shown on page 40, the finite difference equations used to generate the rows
of the coefficient matrix are listed which are marked with the equation numbers described in
the text. The following procedures may be used to generate the basic pattern. The pattern
is used as the input to the computer program which computes the elements of A
a. Draw the grid pattern and the station numbers on a transparent paper.
b. Simplify the finite difference operators by assigning an index number to each co-
efficient. Make a list of the index numbers and the corresponding coefficients. A
typical index table used to generate the IA] matrix for the localized I. U. panel is
shown in Table 2 at the end of Section B.
c. Rewrite the finite difference operators by placing corresponding index numbers in
position with the grid pattern as shown on the transparent paper.
d. Place the transparent paper over a finite difference operator and keep the center
coefficient coinciding with the station for which that operator will be read.
e. Locate the row number as defined in the [A] matrix diagram shown on page 40.
Read each station number on the transparent paper and the corresponding index
number on the bottom sheet representing the differential operators of an equation.
element of JAJ whose column number corresponds toEnter the index number as an
L _
the station number read. Repeat the operation for w and _. If a station number
appears more than once for a certain operator, assign a new index number to the
sum of the coefficients referring to that station. Enter the new index number as











2 mn + :l(m - n) • i
mvl v L--
w 1 w 2 ......
Equilibrium equation
I x) 4 4
X4 Dx o w








mn - m _ n
0",: x > 0
_9_0
(v x _ _ w (as')
_- x x 0. (,o : 0
(4A x azig)) (2Mxc 0 _ K-1 w) x = 0. _o = 0 (45')
I_ Mxl x 0,99 0 (37') _x = >
I_a_(¢_ 3 o (42')[_ Dc° (Vq_ Ax w) x_0,(P=0
0 x z 0,_o = 0
COMPATIBILITY CONDITION
2 I (aAg0_ 4 K 04_R (aa(0) 4 a w + _ __2 K 4
_x ox
.B.C.[ (4k x 'aaq_) (_ff-* Nx_P)]x=0, _0>0 1








0 ak_)2Nx x=0._> u x=0,__>0 (47 ')
K-_xR a_ X v x>.0, (P = 0 or _x} N x20, _= 0 (43') -
f, Repeat procedures (d) and (e) until the matrix is filled with the index numbers.
the input format to the computer program, only non-zero elements are included




















The interior massmatrix [Mll is a squarematrix of order ran. Thediagonalterms are
l l
generated as follows:
W i + Pg [As_piaa (P + AsxaX ]i Jfor interior points(M1)ii = 1 +
m g3 x aZl (p
(M1)ii = 1 for points on the boundaries
(50)
(51)
where the subscript i indicates the station number and W i is the concentrated weight attached
to that station.
The off diagonal terms of M 1 matrix appear only for a component connected to the
quarter panel through more than one attachment point. All values of (M1)i, j, i _ j must be
precalculated as input to the computer program. Considering the loaded I.U. segment








FIGURE 14. LOADED INSTRUMENT UNiT SEGMENT
=(p
a component with mass M ° and moment of inertia e with respect to the axis through centroid
in x-direction may be expressed in the following forms.
Mo 2 (WA + WB) _ w2 WB-WAFA=TW -2-d d
2 [(4_) (4.) ]
_ w8 Mo + WA + Mo d 2 WB




whered is the distancebetweenA andB in circumferential direction. If eachattachment
point coincideswith a grid point, it follows that
1 (.,4 (M1) A, A = A (M1)B, B - 8ff_axa,4_ o + (54)
1 (M _4____) (55)(M1)A, B = (M1)B,A - 8_ZixaZl(P o d 2
The values computed from Equation (54) represent the concentrated weights attached to
stations A and B. The values are to be added to the corresponding elements of Equation (50).
If the attachment points are off the grid points, similar approach can be used to evaluate the
corresponding elements of M 1. Numerical example is given later in Appendix II.
The boundary mass matrix IM21 is a rectangular matrix of size (2m + 2n + 1) x (mn).
It is composed of the inertia terms for the masses attached to the edge of the panel which is
reflected in the transverse shear equations. Referring to the grid pattern and number sys-
tems of Figure 13, the elements of M 2 are defined as follows:
(M2)i, j = 0 except
=- 'x )




i = 2, 3, .... n (57)
2 [_-- [AsQ 1 az_ + Asxl,4X] + Wxll
= (58)
(M2)n + 1, 1 _ (l-v) (a,4¢;) 2 _g
2D_. 1(1/2)pg (Asx ] ,4x + A a,4 _)+ Wq_ ]
s_j J i=2,...m (59)
(M2)2n+l+i,j --- D pj (cA(p)2 _g j =(i-1)n+l
C. THE EIGENVALUE-EIGENVECTOR PROBLEM
In the previous section, a procedure is described to generate the index numbers rep-
resenting the elements of [A], FMI_ and FM2_. The index number pattern is used as the in-
put to the subject computer program. Based on the input, the computer program generates
the matrices according to the local shell and stiffener data which is also part of the input
information. The final matrix equation generated by the computer is of the following form:
]_11 A12 A0131 /Wwi} iM1 Wa






All w + w b + ¢-Y2M 1 w = 0a A12 A13 a
+ w b - QM 2 w = 0A21 Wa A22 a












= square matrix (mn) x (mn)
= rectangular matrix (mn) x (2m + 2n + 1)
= rectangular matrix (mn) x (inn + m + n)
= rectangular matrix (2m + 2n + 1) x (mn)
= square matrix (2m+2n+ 1) x(2m+2n+ 1)
= rectangular matrix (mn + m + n) x (mn)
= rectangular matrix (mn + m + n) x (2m + 2n + 1)
= square matrix (mn + m + n) x (mn + m + n)
Equation (60) represents an eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. Y2 is the eigenvalue and
w a the corresponding eigenvectors. Specifically, matrix Equation (61) represents the dynam-
ic equations of equilibrium for the interior and boundary points of the system. Equation (62)
represents the boundary conditions involving bending moments and transverse shears. Equa-
tion (63) represents the compatibility equations and the boundary conditions involving the in-
plane forces. The column of w b pertains to the deflections at the exterior points of the
system. _b represents the stress function at all stations concerned.
Equations (62) and (63) are used to eliminate w b and ¢ from Equation (61). The end
result is a matrix equation suitable for eigenvalue-eigenvector determination by the "MITERS"
routine which forms part of the computer program.
From Equation (62),
Wb= A22-1(yJM2 - A21)Wa (64)
From Equation (63),
= -A33 -1 (A31
Substituting equation (64) into (65) yields:
-1
¢ = -A33
+ Wb)Wa A32 (65)
IA31+ A32 A22-1(_JM2 - A21)]Wa (66)
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[M 1-(A12 -A13A33-IA32)A22-IM2] (68)
The computer program yields the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors starting with the largest
1
value of_. In other words, the lowest frequency and the corresponding modal data are
generated first, to be followed by modal data corresponding to gradually increasing fre-
quencies. After one eigenvalue and the corresponding mode shape are obtained, Equation
(66) is used to compute the corresponding ¢ values as partial output of the computer program.
The above writeup describes the general scheme used in mechanizing the computer
program. Results obtained so far have been promising as compared to the test data. The
complete program, the work instructions and the sample data are given in Appendix II.
D. SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT DATA
Four (4) sets of analytical data were acquired from the finite difference computer pro-
gram for the unloaded and loaded Instrument Unit segments. The computed natural frequencies
and corresponding mode shapes of the first five modes of the unloaded Instrument Unit scale
model segment supported by stiff springs (supporting configuration II) are plotted in Figure 4
and Figures 15 through 18. Figures 19 through 23 give the analytical data of the unloaded
I.U. scale model supported by soft springs (supporting configuration I). Modal data of loaded
scale model supported by stiff springs, and loaded full scale Instrument Unit segment sup-
ported by soft springs are shown in Figures 24-28 and Figures 29-33 respectively. Figures
34 and 35 are the plots of in-plane stress distribution and magnitude and direction of the top
surface principal stresses corresponding to the mode given in Figure 4. The in-plane stress
distribution corresponding to the first mode of loaded full scale I.U. segment is shown in
Figure 36.
Testing was undertaken on the segmented I.U. scale model supported by stiff springs.
Test data compared favorably with the analytical data for the first two modes in both un-
loaded and loaded configurations. The experimental frequencies and corresponding nodal
lines are shown in the bottom portion of figures 4, 15, and 24. The comparison between the
theoretical predicted frequencies and the test frequencies corresponding to the minimum
impedance points for the loaded I.U. segment is given in Figure 7.
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\x 
(a) ANALYTICAL DATA f = 289.7 CPS 
(b) EXPERIMENTAL DATA f = 264 CPS 
FIGURE 15. SECOND MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT 
SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (11) 
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f = 523.5 CPS MAX,
FIGURE 16.
x
THIRD MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT




FIGURE 17. FOURTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT




FIGURE 18. FIFTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT
SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (II)
f = 105.8 CPS
MAX
_X
FIGURE 19. FIPST MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT





FIGURE 20. SECOND MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT
SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (I)
f :: 503 CPS J
FIGURE 21. THIRD MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT
SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (I)
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f = 586 CPS
_x
FIGURE 22. FOURTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT
SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (I)
f : 765 CPS
x
FIGURE 23. FIFTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT
SCALE MODEL, SUPPOBT CONFIGURATION (I)
5O
(a) ANALYTICAL DATA f = 172.8 C P S  
(b) EXPERIMENTAL DATA f = 172  CPS 
FIGURE 24. FIRST MODAL DATA O F  SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL 
WITH SIMULATED COMPONENTS ATTACHED, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (11) 
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(,)
f = 263.8 CPS
fTEST = 262 CPS
_MAX
X
FIGURE 25. SECOND MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL
WITH SIMULATED COMPONENTS ATTACHED. SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (II)
(p
f = 310.3 CPS
\
FIGURE 26. THIRD MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL





FIGURE 27. FOURTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL





FIGURE 28. FIFTH MODAL DATA OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL
WITH SIMULATED COMPONENTS ATTACHED, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (II)
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J_
f = 29.09 CPS
FIGURE 29.
_X
FIRST MODAL DATA OF INSTRUMENT UNIT SEGMENT WITH COMPONENTS
ATTACHED. SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (I)
f = 39.56 CPS
X
FIGURE 30. SECOND MODAL DATA OF INSTRUMENT UNIT SEGMENT WITH





FIGURE 3i. THIRD MODAL DATA OF INSTRUMENT UNIT SEGMENT WITH
COMPONENTS ATTACHED. SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (I)





FIGURE 32. FOURTH MODAL DATA OF INSTRUMENT UNIT SEGMENT WITH





FIGURE 33. FIFTH MODAL DATA OF INSTRUMENT UNIT SEGMENT WITH




FIGURE 34. IN-PLANE STRESS DISTRIBUTION CORRESPONDING TO THE FIRST MODE OF
SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT UNIT SCALE MODEL, SUPPORT CONFIGURATION (II)
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FIGURE 35. MAGNITUDE AND DIRECTION OF TOP SURFACE PRINCII)AI, STRESSES
CORRESPONDING TO TIlE FIRST MODE OF SEGMENTED INSTRUMENT
































USER INFORMATION OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE COMPUTER PROGRAM
The program gives the analytical predictions of natural vibration modes and frequencies
of a curved panel or a curved sandwiched panel with arbitrary boundary and supporting con-
ditions. Coefficient matrix derived from the finite difference expression for equilibrium
equations, compatibility equations, and boundary conditions is organized and read into the
program as input data.
The complete program consists of three CHAIN's. The first chain is used to com-
pute all necessary data and set up a table called "E table" - that has all the elements needed
in the coefficient matrix A. The second chain is mechanized to transfer these elements to
proper locations in the matrix and to reduce the matrix into an eigenmatrix. The third
chain is used to compute the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, and the associated stress func-
tion.
INPUT DATA
The program is set up for the grid pattern shown in Figure 13.
I. Solid Shell
Symbols used Fortran












Radius of curvature (in)
Length of a panel in x-direction (in)
Circumferential angle in co-direction (rad)
Poisson's ratio
Young's modulus of elasticity (lb/in 2)
Mass density per unit volume (lb-sec2/in 4)
Shell thickness (in)
Number of grid points in co-direction = 6
Number of grid points in x-direction = 4
Number of modes sought
= 1 for solid shell
59
Symbolsused Fortran
in Analysis Coding Definitions
Zsx , Zs( p S ZX, S ZP
Asx ,As(p SAX, SAP








i, j IM1, IM2




Distances from c.g. of the stiffeners to the
middle surface of the panel in x-direction
and (p-direction, (in.)numbers or values to
be read in are controlled by an index, NEXT;
their locations in the array by Jl, J2 and K2.
Cross sectional area of stiffener* in x-
airection and (P-direction (in2). Controlling
indices are Jl, J2, K2 and NEXT.
Moment of inertial of stiffener,* in x-
direction and q_-directionrespectively, about
its own centroidal axis (in4). Controlling
indices are Jl, J2, K2 and NEXT.
Spring constant of a point-support along the
axis x = 0, (Ibs/in)
Controlling indices are If, 12, and NXTI.
Same as above along the axis _= 0, (lbs/in)
Controlling indices are I3, I4, and NXT2.
Weights along the boundary x = 0, (Ibs)
Controlling indices are I5, I6, and NXT3.
Weights along the boundary (P= 0, (Ibs)
Controlling indices are I5, I6, and NXT4.
Weights at interior points of the panel (Ibs)
Controlling index is JWT
Row and column number, respectively, of
off-diagonal term of mass (internal) matrix.
Actual element that corresponds to IMI and
IM2 in the (internal) mass matrix.
Number of this off-diagonal terms is limited
to six.
Row number and column number, respectively
of the matrix element (E) table. The E
table is generated according to the definition
of Table 2 for all grid points. A particular
element of the table is to be transferred to a
particular location in the coefficient matrix A.
Number of non-zero elements in a row of
coefficient matrix.
Column number of the non-zero element in
the coefficient matrix.
NOTE: For a stiffener which is placed along one boundary of the panel, double the values





The definitions made for the solid shell apply to the sandwiched shell with the following







Total thickness of outer and inner facings.
Thickness of core.
Mass per unit area of the panel.
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The following listing contains the complete main program and its subroutines with the
exception of a subroutine named "MITER"*. The MITER subroutine is a standard eigenvalue,
eigenvector routine. Its physical package of the subroutine follows CHAIN 3. DATA are
also included here, and the technique for their arrangements is stated in the next section of
the appendix.
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Some of the preliminary computations for the arrangement of input data are shown
here, together with the definitions illustrated in figures. Appendix I supplements further
information needed for the use of the programs.
The sample run provided here is the segment of the full scale Instrument Unit with
sandwiched panel. Its idealized configuration is shown in Figure 37. The unit mass of the
panel is
-3 3.1 1
BARM=0.2588x10 x(0.02+0.03)+ 12x144 x0.9x 386
= 0. 1712 x 10 -4 (lb-sec2/in 2)
A, B, PHIO, PNU, E, RHO, N, M, NMODE, CORE, and IOPT are defined in the list of
definitions and also in Figure 37. Referring to Figure 38, the distance from c.g. 's of the
stiffener to the center line of the panel is assumed to be small.
z = SZP_0
s_
Along the edge parallel to the x-direction, similar stiffening effect is assumed due to
the filler material used at the boundary to replace the honeycomb material.
The cross-sectional area and moment of inertia of the stiffener are calculated as
follows:
A = (2)(1.0)(0. 125) + (1.25)(0. 1625) = 0. 453 in.
sop
Isq _ = 2[(1_)(1)(0.125)3 + (0. 125)(i)(0.3875_ 1 +
(,14)_ (0"1625)(1"25)3 = 0.0643 in. 4
A
SX
Here, symmetry about the center line of panel is assumed. Since the stiffeners are
placed along the boundaries, the values calculated above (A s and I s ) are doubled for use in
the computer program:
2






\ z _ 0
SX
The Instrument Unit segment is supported by six cantilever beam type springs as shown in
Figure 5. For a quarter panel, two springs are assumed acting on stations 7 and 19 (see
96
B = 36"
































E 10 3 X 10 6 %'b_ \\
IO_'T\
PNU = 0.3
RHO = 0.2588 X 10 -3 \A = 130" _'l"-_ -










FIGURE 38. EDGE STIFFENER CONFIGURATION
The length of the cantilever supports is 9 inches. The corresponding spring
is
3EI 3 x30x 106x 2.5x0.6253





For convenience in computation, the weights attached near the cantilever supports (see
Figure 5) are assumed evenly distributed over the springs (Figure 37).
1
w_(7) : w_(19) : T x70.5 : 23.5ib.
Along the circumferential edges, boundary weights are attached at stations 2 and 3:
1
Wx(2 ) =Wx(3 ) = -_-x35.2 = 17.61b.
The component-weight is assumed to be symmetrical with respect to both center lines
of the I.U. segment, as shown in Figure 39. Considering the mass and mass moment of
inertia of the component, if the attachment points A, B areboth coinciding with the grid points,
Eqs. (54) (55) may be used to compute its mass matrix elements. In the present case,
point A falls on grid point 9. Point B is located between grid points 11, 12. The off-diagonal
terms of M 1 matrix, and the equivalent concentrated weights used at the points of attachment,
are calculated as follows (see Figure 39).
98
2F B












FIGURE 39. INERTIA FORCE DISTRIBUTION DUE TO A RIGID COMPONENT
M = mass of the component - 90 (lb.-sec. 2/in.)
o g
,0, = moment of inertia of the component about the
axis through centroid in x-direction
3.5 (in. -lb. -sec. 2)
w A = deflection at station 9 = w 9
1 ,
WB - 3 (Wll + 2w12) by assuming that w B
proportional with Wll and w12
is iineariy
w C = normal deflection at the centroid of the com-
ponent
1
- 26 (12WA + 14WB)
1 14 28
: 26 (12w 9+--if- Wll + ---ff w12)
1/12 w2 1 2 dWc_
FA - 2 \ 2if- Mo Wc 2--6- _" w if-d-c9/




1 /14 2 1 _ 2
= -- \ + -- 6)FB 2 _ff- M o w w c 26
= inertia force acting at B due to M
o
2
F C = M o w w e
dw
w2 C
M C = ad_
and
The inertia forces applied on the panel at points 9, 11 and 12 are
F 9 = F A = w 2 (27.5 w 9+ 8.8Wll + 17.6w12 ) x 10 -3 lb.
1 2
Fll =T FB = w (8-8w9+4"05Wll+8"lw12)xl0-31b"
F12 = (2) (32--) F B = w 2(35.2w 9+ 16.2Wll +32.4w12 ) lb.
Since the inertia force of the panel, as shown in the diagonal of M 1 matrix, is unity
per unit area, the above inertia forces must be normalized accordingly:
2
w x 10 -3
(M1)9, 11 =
m- (ax) (aa_)w 2
2




x 17.6 = 16.8
The equivalent concentrated weight attached at station 9 is
WT(9) = 10 -3x 27.5xg = 10.6lb.
2





• 4 4¢, 6) X{Mi)li, l,'. = x8.! = 7.7
-_ (ax)(aa_w 2
WT(ll)= 10-3x 4.05 g = 1.56 lb
2
w x 10 -3
(M1)12, 9 = m (ax)(aa_2 x 35.2 = 33.6
2
w x 10 -3
(M1)12, 11 = -_- _x)(aA¢) 2 x 16.2 = 15.4
WT(12)= 10 -3x 32.4x'g = 12.5 lb
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